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1.

Learn chapters

11to

L5 and write the answers of the following questions in a separate

thin N/B.

2. What is the advantage of Hindu-Arabic system of writing numbers?
3. Describe the Braille script.
4. What simple rules should you follow to remain_ healthy?
5. What are scanners used for?
6. What is hydroelectricity?
' 7. What do you mean bythe lndustrial Revolution?
B. Give two examples of reuse?
9. Explain the difference between biodegradable and non- biodegradable.
10. What is environment?
11. What is a natural disaster?
12. What steps can be taken to prevent the occurrence of drought?
Define - a. Epidemic , b. Disaster , c. Contaminate, d. Compost , e. Machine, f. Generator , g. Germs,
h. Pasteurisation, i. Antiseptic , j. Visually challenged.
Revise the political world map.

English Literature - 1. Learn ch- 6,7 and B. 2. Learn the poem 'Thomas Elva Edison' and 'The first tooth.
Write the answers of the following questions in the separate thin N/8.
a. Why did Raju think that the man he saw was the thief?
b. What happened in Vasant colony?
c. Who was Mei-Ling?
d. Why did Mei-Ling want to invite dragon on her birthday party?
e. Why was Aruna upset?
f. What did Aruna's mother tell her about human's brains?
g. From where does the human brain get information?
h. Who was Tenali Raman'?
i. What reward did the king offer to Tenali if he won the bet?
j. \,lJhy lvas uncle Ken's visit to Lucknow |"4emorable?
Reference to Context
Answer the following questions:"Well the computer is rather like our brain."
a. Who said these words and to whom.
b. Name the chapter.
c. Make sentence from the wor{s 'brain' and lcomputer'.
"Don't go near the modntain".
a. Who said these words and to whom.
b. Name the chapter.
'
c. Why was it dangerous to go near the mountain?
Make sentences from the following words a. Din b) conscious
g) charging
b. tantrum c. Newsboy h) sniggering
d. Ruffians

English Language

-

Do page

Revise the work

no.29,30,34,35, 36, 45, and 46 of Worksheet.

Maths - 1. Learn tables 2 to 2O,
2. Do chapter test given on page no. 107.
3. Learn and write allthe formulas of (Profit and loss, Perimeter and Area, Volume) on A-4 Sheet.
Science:- Make a project on,pollution, its meaning, different types, their sources, measures to control.
Do sample paper-2 given on page no-139.

SYLLABUS FOR PT- 2
CLASS- s
Ch - 6 A Robbery, Ch -7 An Angry Dragon
Poem :- Thomas Elva Edison
English Language- Adverbs, Prepositions and Conjunctions, Tenses, Letter writing,
(Allthe work done in notebook.)
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'S.Studies - Ch - lL Recording & Communicating knowledge, Ch- 12 Living longer and healthier,
Ch - 13,The Age of machine, Ch-14,Conserving our environment
Maths - Ch - 8 Simplification (order of operations), Ch - 9 Decimals.

Computer- Ch-1,1,L2
Science

-

Ch -

7

Body Systems, Ch

- B Simple machines.
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